SIKAPLAN FIRE-RESISTANT FELTBACK MEMBRANE
In either new construction or the replacement of an
existing roofing system over a combustible deck, a UL fire
rated system can be costly. Asphaltic “built-up” roofing
systems require multiple layers that increase overall
installation time, labor costs, and system weight.
Single-ply membrane systems such as TPO, EPDM, and
PVC typically require a supplementary barrier such as a
gypsum cover board for fire resistance, an additional step
that adds cost and weight – that is, until now. Introducing
Sikaplan FRF, which eliminates the need for an additional
fire barrier and provides a faster and lighter-weight
single-ply solution for the same installed cost as many
built-up systems.
Sikaplan Fire-Resistant Feltback (FRF) is a cost-effective,
lightweight, and fire code compliant option for
projects over combustible decks. The Sikaplan membrane
has an integral fire-resistant felt backing and can be
mechanically-attached directly over a wood deck substrate.
Sikaplan FRF is factory produced by the world’s most
trusted PVC manufacturer, ensuring ultimate quality
control. The result is a time proven membrane which allows
for a faster installation that gets your building “dried-in”
quicker and the interior subcontractors to work sooner.
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This can all be achieved without the use of either hot
asphalt kettles and their associated fumes and hazards or
an added fire barrier such as gypsum board for TPO, EPDM,
and PVC systems.
Sikaplan FRF achieves a UL Class A fire rating on
combustible decks while reducing system components and
their associated weight, ultimately saving on labor and
material costs.
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Meets UL Class A Fire Rating
Removes Kettles of Hot-Asphalt and Associated Hazards
Eliminates a Fire Barrier Such as Gypsum Board
Installs in Less Time than a Built-Up System
Gets You “Dried-In” Faster
Reduces System Components and Weight
Quick and Easy Mechanically-Attached System
Available in 10-Foot Wide Rolls of 60 Mil Membrane
Offered in EnergySmart White or Reflective Grey Colors
Warranted Up To 20 Years

